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Civic 

TBN Special Report        
The Rise of Cancel 
Culture 
#TBNSPL6978R_n
onR  

57:30 29:00  LCL PA/O 7/9/2023 

7/15/2023 

 

5:00 AM 

5:00 AM 

12:00 PM 

 
The rise of cancel culture has caused many individuals to lose their ability to communicate freely. Big tech companies 
like Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, Google, YouTube, and Amazon are rising to power and controlling the flow of 
information. PragerU.com has been placed on the restricted list by Google because of its conservative views. Actor 
Kevin Sorbo’s Facebook page was removed after posting opposing views of COVID-19 and pro-life viewpoints. 
According to pew research almost ½ of the millennials do not believe in free speech for hate speech. To stop the 
woke movement individuals should seek alternative routes to big tech companies, fight for freedom of speech and 
continue to maintain the God given values once established by America’s founders. 
 

 
 
 
Civic 

TBN Special Report        
The Rise of China 
#TBNSPL7001  

57:30 57:30  LCL PA/O 7/16/2023 

7/22/2023 

 

5:00 AM 

5:00 AM 

12:00 PM 
 
TBN Special Report with TBN News Correspondent Erick Stakelbeck:  The Rise of China.  From the Museum of the 
Bible in Washington, D.C. and New York studio Erick Stakelbeck Reports.  You’ll hear why China’s communist regime 
poises a unique threat to the United States and the world.  From a massive military and nuclear arms buildup, to 
cyberattacks against sensitive American targets, China is directly challenging the United States.  Its goal is clear; to 
replace the U.S. as the worlds next superpower.  Despite this and despite the Chinese government’s continued 
evasiveness on the true origins of COVID-19, American companies are lining up to do business with Beijing.  For 
some, the so-called social credit system that China uses to suppress and monitor its own citizens does not seem to 
affect their bottom line, but there is light in the darkness.  While Christians in China suffer severe persecution, the 
Church is growing by leaps and bounds in the world’s most populous nation.  We’re joined today by Former Secretary 
of State, Mike Pompeo; courageous Chinese dissidents, and leading experts to get the inside story on the rise of 
China and why it matters to you.   
 

 
 

 
Civic 

Praise 
#110317R  

57:30 57:30  LCL PA/O 7/23/2023 

7/29/2023 

 

5:00 AM 

5:00 AM 

12:00 PM 
 
New York Times Best-Selling Author, Jonathan Cahn, explains the similarities of Ancient Israel and the United States. 
Jonathan Cahn states, “The United States was actually founded after the pattern of Ancient Israel.” America has done 
the same as Ancient Israel by driving God out of culture as well as lifting up their children to Baal through abortion. 
Jonathan Cahn says, “We’ve watched that in America. We’ve watched it, the whole world has been affected…We’ve 
watched the culture turn away from God… We’ve watched a sexual revolution as in the bible, and we have offered 
up our children. A modern day of Baal worship is abortion.” Bill Clinton became the first U.S. President to endorse 
abortion. Bill Clinton served in the political office for 22 years like King Ahab, in the bible, who reigned in Samaria for 
22 years. Hillary Clinton follows the paradigm of Queen Jezebel. Both women encouraged feminine power and Baal 
worship (abortion). Joram is an heir of Ahab and follows the policies of Ahab, as did President Barack Obama with 
President Bill Clinton. Joram went into power having the former first lady, Jezebel, by his side like President Barack 
Obama went into office with former first lady, Hillary Clinton. King Jehu is the ancient archetype of President Donald 
Trump. Jehu was not a politician and Donald Trump was not a politician. Jehu was to go against the House of Ahab, 
and Donald Trump went against the Clinton Family in the Presidential Election. Jonathan Cahn says, “It wasn’t about 
Jehu. It’s not about Donald Trump. It’s about can ‘God use anyone? Even those who don’t know him?’ Yes, He can. 
God is Sovereign. He’ll use anything. Anyone.” When Jehu gets to the temple of Baal, he destroys it. Donald Trump 
did the same thing as Jehu by signing executive orders to protect unborn children. Jonathan encourages viewers to 
lean towards a spiritual revival and turn towards God, he says, “It can’t just be political. If it changes politically, but 
not culturally, not spiritually, then America is lost.” 
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Civic 

Praise 
#062918  

57:30 57:30  LCL PA/O 9/3/2023 

9/9/2023 

 

5:00 AM 

5:00 AM 

12:00 PM 
 
According to Gordon Robertson, the U.S. Embassy opening in Jerusalem was a very important move as it recognizes 
Israel’s sovereignty. The 1995 Jerusalem Embassy Act was a U.S. law that mandated that the Embassy be moved, 
this didn’t take place until President Trump entered office. Gordon Robertson explains how Christians play a part in 
the restoration of Israel as a nation and the fulfillment of biblical prophecy. According to Gordon Robertson, 70 years 
ago Israel legally established its capital, Jerusalem. He believes assisting Israel to become a nation should be the 
goal for America. 
 

 
 
 

Civic 
Dr. A.R. Bernard  

#2330 
27:30 27:30 LCL PA/O 7/23/2023 

 

5:00 PM 

 
 
According to A.R. Bernard, individuals are socially responsible to give back to their community by holding the values 
of faith, family, and education. These values are important for shaping our society. Religion brings a moral value 
consensus to society, being imperative for justice and concord. Religion is also the moral compass of society. When 
there's no authoritative moral voice in society people become lawless and moralized. If society destroys family, we 
are destroying its foundation. It is our responsibility to fight together for the common good and bring God’s light to 
the world to combat the decline of these values we are currently facing. 
 

 
 

 
Civic  

Huckabee 

#304/HCKB230729 

 

57:30 10:00 REC PA/O 7/30/2023 2:00 AM 

According to Congressman Chuck Fleischmann, the American people believe in the Rule of Law, in God, and in the 
Constitution. American people want a fair and impartial justice system (the backbone in the fabric of our nation). 
According to Congressman Chuck Fleischmann, the American justice system is broken in some places, and we need 
to fix that for the good of our great republic. Across America, people are coming together standing up for our 
Constitution, and Bill of Rights. Congressman Chuck Fleischmann, states, “We will get this country back, keep the 
House, win the Senate, and win get the White House back.” 

 
 

 
 
Civic  

Huckabee 

#306/HCKB230812 

 

57:30 20:00 REC PA/O 8/13/2023 2:00 AM 

According to Chairman, National Committee for Religious Freedom, Sam Brownback, countries thrive when they 
respect the human right of religious freedom. Statistic shows that nowadays we have the highest number of Christian 
persecutions in history. In America, it is our constitutional right to “freely exercise one’s faith.” The National 
Committee and The National Council for Religious Freedom was formed to stand up for the “Free Exercise Clause” so 
that individuals could operate in the public marketplace and in the public square, while peacefully practicing one’s 
faith.  
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Crime  

Taking Care of Business  

#TCOB-1922 

29:00 29:00 REC PA/O 7/11/2023 

7/14/2023 

9:30 AM 

3:00 PM 
 
The United States has the highest incarceration rate of any nation in the world. For every 100,000 citizens, over 650 
individuals are serving time in a prison or jail. In this episode of Taking Care of Business, we will explore why so 
many people, once they serve their time, become repeat offenders and what can be done to break the cycle of 
recidivism. 
 

 
 
 
Crime  

Taking Care of Business  

#TCOB-1912 

28:30 28:30 LCL PA 8/22/2023 

8/25/2023 

9:30 AM 

3:00 PM 
 
It is estimated that human traffickers generate hundreds of billions of dollars each year, second only to drug 
trafficking as the most lucrative form of criminal activity. This episode of Taking Care of Business brings awareness 
and promotes prevention education as a critical strategy to fight human trafficking. 

 
 

 
 
Crime 

Praise 
#032919  

57:30 20:00  LCL PA/O 9/24/2023 

9/30/2023 

 

5:00 AM 

5:00 AM 

12:00 PM 
 
MLB player, Darryl Strawberry, grew up with an abusive and alcoholic father. This behavior from his father led 
Darryl to brokenness and the abuse of substances. Being addicted to drugs caused Darryl to go to prison, get 
cancer twice, and lose his left kidney. It took him 7 years of studying the word of God to be free and find God’s 
plan for his life. Darryl’s foundation, Finding Your Way, was created to make a difference in the lives of young 
people who are addicted to drugs. After 16 years of recovering from substance abuse, Darryl now goes into high 
schools and middle schools bringing awareness to the youth about not using drugs. Darryl says “In order to make 
a difference in young people’s lives that are addicted, we have to be real about it. We can’t sit here and sugarcoat 
it. And that’s why we’re at where we’re at today. The epidemic we’re at today. New Jersey’s already had 300 
deaths of overdoses from opiate.”  

 
 
 

 
 
Crime 

Huckabee 

#301/HCKB230708 

 

57:30 15:00 REC PA/O 7/9/2023 2:00 AM 

Former FBI special agent, Stephen Friend, turned into a whistleblower after testifying to Congress that the agency 
he worked for was manipulating cases and data (a lot in the wake of the January 6th capital riot). According to 
Stephen, Americans need to know history to propose reforms that can benefit the people. Defunding the police is 
not the solution, individuals need to empower the local police. In his new book, “True Blue,” Stephen shares his 
story and how we can get involved so that law enforcement fights for us, instead of becoming a weaponized political 
apparatchik for the government.  
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Crime 

Huckabee 

#303/HCKB230722 

 

57:30 20:00 REC PA/O 7/23/2023 2:00 AM 

 
Governor of Oklahoma, Kevin Stitt is working on a modern justice task force to not incarcerate everyone, the 
distributive crime. In doing so, Governor Kevin Stitt is working to get people integrated back into society by keeping 
the violent offenders away. When he became governor, Oklahoma incarceration rates were high. Governor Kevin 
Stitt started implementing policies to lower this. Today, there are 5000 fewer people incarcerated than when he 
took office. As governor, Kevin has closed four prisons, saving taxpayers hundreds of millions of dollars. Oklahoma 
is now number one in the country with lowest recidivism. Oklahoma strives to bring back public safety in 
communities through the increase of law enforcement.  
 

 
 

 
Crime 

2nd Chance Outreach 
Ministries 

#SPL6980 

 

57:30 10:00 REC PA/O 8/14/2023 5:00 AM 

Tracy Kovach was a drug addict, and a wanted criminal. After his father left, Tracy was full of hate and rage because 
of the chaos he faced at a young age. He watched helplessly as his mother's numerous drunken boyfriends abused 
her. Then Tracy’s mother remarried and left him with a neighbor who started beating him up and locking him in his 
room. Tracy’s father then took him back, but he was also abusive. At the age of 17, Tracy landed in juvenile hall. 
He then became addicted to crystal meth and started robbing drug dealers. At 41 years old, Tracy faced up to 100 
years for drug charges and breaking parole. Now, Tracy is drug free and goes back to prison to tell inmates about 
Jesus Christ and how God restored his life. 
 

 
 
 
Education 

Taking Care of Business  

#TCOB-1914 

27:30 27:30 LCL PA 8/1/2023 

8/4/2023 

9:30 AM 

3:00 PM 
 
Nearly 50% of adults in the U.S. don’t have enough cash to cover a $400 emergency and most can’t pass a financial 
literacy test. With mounting debt from credit cards and student loans, there is a need for a better understanding of 
basic financial principles. Find out why Financial Literacy is such an important topic in our society on this episode of 
Taking Care of Business. 
 

 
Education  

Taking Care of Business  

#TCOB-1925 

27:30 27:30 LCL PA 8/15/2023 

8/18/2023 

9:30 AM 

3:00 PM 
 
Every night in America, over 500,000 people sleep on the streets without a roof over their head. Millions more are 
homeless without a place to call their own. While homelessness is caused by many factors, in a nation where home 
ownership should be attainable by any citizen, this is not the case.  Many people have given up on the American 
dream of owning a home.  The reasons are many and complicated.  Taking Care of Business examines our nation’s 
housing dilemma. 
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Education 

TBN Special Report        
The Great Reset 
#TBNSPL7088  

57:30 57:30  LCL PA/O 7/2/2023 

7/8/2023 

 

5:00 AM 

5:00 AM 

12:00 PM 
 
Restoring America with Erick Stakelbeck:  Ronald Reagan once compared the United States to a shining city on a hill.  
During his inaugural address, George Washington said, “The preservation of the secret fire of liberty, may be staked,” 
on what he called “the experiment entrusted to the hands, of the American people.”  They knew, instinctively, that 
the United States was unlike any nation in the history of the world.  A beacon of freedom blessed by God above, but 
to whom much is given much is required.  The United States today is more divided than at any time since the civil 
war, and the divide goes far beyond politics to the very essence of who we are.  Will America continue to carry the 
banner for freedom and Judeo-Christian civilization, of liberty and equality for all?  Or will we choose socialism, 
secularism, and squabbling factions that are obsessed with race, gender, sexual identity, and tearing down the very 
foundations on which this nation was created.  And what happens if we choose the latter?  Over the next hour, you’ll 
hear from leaders in every field.  From Florida Governor, Ron DeSantis, to Former Secretary of State, Mike Pompeo, 
Michele Bachmann, Greg Abbott, Governor of Texas, and Rev. Franklin Graham, plus top leaders in education, 
business, media, and faith, as they lay out the blueprint for restoring America.  
 

 
 
 
Education 

TBN Special Report        
The Rise of Cancel 
Culture 
#TBNSPL6978R_n
onR  

57:30 28:30  LCL PA/O 7/9/2023 

7/15/2023 

 

5:00 AM 

5:00 AM 

12:00 PM 

 
Several Dr. Seuss books have been taken out of the education system because of controversial ideas. According to 
Dr. Ben Carson, the founder and chairman of the American Cornerstone Institute and former Secretary of the 
Department of Housing and Urban Development, this is an attack on liberty.  The “More Perfect Union” program is 
an aspect of ACI which emphasizes the principles that founded America. In this program, they challenge people to 
read and ask questions about documents like the Declaration of Independence and the Constitution. ACI also offers 
a summer program called “Young Patriot” teaching children about the real history of America. It is important for 
individuals to understand the history of America to fight back against the rise of cancel culture.   
 
 

 
 

 
Education 

Huckabee 

#301/HCKB230708 

 

57:30 15:00 REC PA/O 7/9/2023 

 

2:00 AM 

 

Sean Mclelland is the executive director for Outdoors Tomorrow Foundation, which teaches outdoor education and 
Wildlife Conservation to over 100,000 students.  Statistics shows that the youth spend three times as much time on 
their phones and games then they do outdoors. Through Outdoors Tomorrow Foundation’s educational program 
youth acquire outdoor skills like fishing and hunting. These types of skills help youth gain knowledge on daily living.  
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Education 

Huckabee 

#303/HCKB230722 

 

57:30 20:00 REC PA/O 7/23/2023 2:00 AM 

Governor of Oklahoma, Kevin Stitt, shares the controversies he has faced because of legalizations decision he signed 
to protect children in the education system and more. Some of these decisions include the removal of inappropriate 
school and public library materials. As governor of Oklahoma, Kevin Stitt wants schools to teach kids, not indoctrinate 
them. He doesn’t want to overly sexualized gender identity in elementary school. Along with this, Governor Kevin 
Stitt also banned transgender surgeries (permanent transgender surgeries for minors). Governor Kevin Stitt and 
Oklahoma’s goal is to support and bring back parents to oversee their children. 

 
 

 
 
Education 

Huckabee 

#304/HCKB230729 

 

57:30 10:00 REC PA/O 7/30/2023 2:00 AM 

Mesha Mainor has become the first black female republican state lawmaker in the Georgia State Legislature. School 
choice and public safety are important issues to Mesha Mainor. Mesha left the democrat party because of the 
breaking of policy in education. In her district, 97% of children can’t read, 98% are not meeting math proficiency. 
Her community doesn’t want crime, they don’t want to defund the police, they don’t want to put systems above 
them. As a policy maker, she reads the legislation that Republicans are putting forward, which supports minorities, 
people of color, and people living in lower socioeconomic. It is important for individuals to understand that principal 
matters over politics. Mesha will continue to fight for school choice and the public safety in her community. 

 
 

 
 
Education 

Huckabee 

#305/HCKB230805 

 

57:30 10:00 REC PA/O 8/6/2023 2:00 AM 

According to Aaron White, the CEO of Freedom Foundation, individuals should find ways to fight back the public 
education system and teachers’ union. Teachers’ union is one of biggest threats to America. Teachers are being 
forced to teach critical race theory, and sex education to young children.  Freedom Foundation is an organization 
that focuses on helping liberate such workers from oppressive and burdensome government unions.   

 
 

 
 
Education 

Huckabee 

#309/HCKB230902 
57:30 7:00 REC PA/O 9/3/2023 2:00 AM 

 
According to Dr. Carol Swain’s new book, “The Adversity of Diversity,” argues that the Supreme Court decision striking 
down race-based college admissions also brings down every DEI program in the workplace because they violate the 
Constitution and the Civil Rights law. The book is about the conundrum of the DEI programs and what it poses for 
the corporate world as well as the educational system. The goal of “The Adversity of Diversity,” is to help corporations 
and organizations get back to their original mission instead of being focused on social engineering.  
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Health/Mental Health 

Taking Care of Business  

#TCOB-1909 

28:30 28:30 LCL PA 9/5/2023 

9/8/2023 

9:30 AM 

3:00 PM 
 
Obesity in America has reached epidemic proportions with 1 in every 3 adults considered obese.  The reasons behind 
this dangerous and growing health crisis may not always be what you expect. In any case, losing the weight is a 
journey. Keeping it off can be even harder. On this episode of “Taking Care of Business” we will discover that how 
we choose to lose weight is just as important as why. 
 

 
Health/Mental Health 

Taking Care of Business  

#TCOB-1904 

28:15 28:15 LCL 

 

PA 9/12/2023 

9/15/2023 

9:30 AM 

3:00 PM 
 
On this emotional episode of Taking Care of Business we explore the difficult subject of youth suicide. Youth Suicides 
are now a pandemic in our country. The suicide rate for young people between the ages of 14 and 19 has jumped 
70% in the past 10 years.  157,000 young people are hospitalized each year for self-harm. Many feel that this 
coincides with the launch and popularity of many of the social media apps and platforms. Most young people don’t 
realize that social media sites are not accurate representations of the authentic lives of those using them.  Meet 
young people who tell their stories of how they attempted to end their lives but lived to tell about it! 
 

 
Health/Mental Health  

Taking Care of Business  

#TCOB-1907 

28:30 28:30 LCL PA 9/19/2023 

9/22/2023 

9:30 AM 

3:00 PM 
 
The long reach of the opioid epidemic touches every community in America. It’s sprawling across our farmlands and 
small towns.  It’s quietly creeping into our families and even our church pews.  On this episode of “Taking Care of 
Business” we take an honest look at this growing problem of substance abuse and explore some possible solutions 
and how a dose of unconditional love may be required to fix it. 
 

 
Health/Mental Health 

Taking Care of Business  

#TCOB-1916 

28:15 28:15 LCL 

 

PA 9/26/2023 

9/29/2023 

9:30 AM 

3:00 PM 
 
In a recent year, 47,000 individuals committed suicide in this country, 70,000 people died of drug overdose and many 
more died because of alcohol addictions. What is happening and, more importantly, what is being done to intervene? 
Depression and addictions are causing more suicide related deaths than at any other time in American history. Self-
harm is not always caused by a gun; often it is a drug overdose or alcohol induced event. On this edition of Taking 
Care of Business, see the sad realities facing our society and meet those who are trying to intervene. 
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Health/Mental Health 

Praise 
#112817  

57:30 57:30  LCL PA/O 7/30/2023 

8/5/2023 

 

5:00 AM 

5:00 AM 

12:00 PM 
 
According to Joseph Prince living The Let Go Life is about living a life free from worry in any area where one could 
experience insufficiency, such as health, finances, problems with their children, and spousal relationships. It is trusting 
that God will supply for all of one’s needs. Joseph Prince teaches a paradigm shift in thinking by encouraging people 
to allow the finished works of Christ (Grace) to help in one’s difficult situations. He states, “If we refuse to take hold 
of the anxious thoughts over our lives, God will clothe us with a quality body, quality health…the only thing that is 
hindering us from the supply, is worry.” God has a supply of blessings for healing, financial wisdom, parenting and 
many other things, but as soon as one worries, God’s supply is restricted from getting to the individual. Joseph Prince 
says, “Grace flows in the worry-free areas of your life.” Fear and worry prevent individuals from being at peace and 
entering God’s rest. Medical science has proven that stress could lead to physical problems, mental health problems, 
destructive behaviors, addictions, and chronic depression. Joseph Prince suggests people to live their lives in the 
unforced rhythm of grace, by relaxing and knowing that God has already supplied for all their needs as he states, 
“Do your responsibilities, do what you need to do, but do it relaxed. Parent relaxed. Administrate, manage relaxed. 
Do everything relaxed because that is the secret.”  
 

 
 

 
 
Health/Mental Health 

Destined to Win 
with Frank Santora 

#2331 

27:30 27:30 LCL PA/O 7/30/2023 

8/2/2023 

 

7:00 AM 

11:00 PM 

 
According to Frank Santora, this two-year pandemic has caused an increase in mental health issues. Experts have 
stated that there are seven pillars for mental health one of them being community. According to Frank Santora, God 
has always shown us the importance of paying attention to our minds. It is important for individuals to understand 
mental health issues and how they affect our performance. Individuals should have mental health goals to combat 
mental health issues and experience the life God wants them to have. 
 

 
 

 
 
Health/Mental Health 

Destined to Win 
with Frank Santora 

#2333 

27:30 27:30 LCL PA/O 8/13/2023 

8/16/2023 

 

7:00 AM 

11:00 PM 

 
According to Frank Santora, mental health should be a priority because “our lives follow our thoughts.”  Inputs of 
how one was raised, the environment one grew up in, and one’s experiences form one’s belief system and thoughts. 
As a result of these inputs, individuals develop both healthy and unhealthy patterns of behavior. To combat unhealthy 
patterns of behavior, individuals should reprogram their minds to think healthy thoughts by following biblical 
principles. 
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Health/Mental Health 

Life Today 

#230711 

#230714 

#230719 

27:30 27:30 REC PA/O 7/11/2023 

7/14/2023 

7/19/2023 

9:00 AM 

9:00 AM 

9:00 AM 

    
In 2012, Vance Pitman experienced a physical version of a mental breakdown.  Stressed had overwhelmed his body 
and his body shut down. The American Stress Institute did a study that showed 77 percent of Americans have 
physical symptoms impacting their body because of stress. One out of every two people; 50 percent didn't sleep 
good last night because of stress. Vance’s new book, "The Stressless Life," helps individuals find God's peace to 
combat stress and anxiety. 

 
 

 
 
Health/Mental Health 

Life Today 

#230712 

#230810 

27:30 27:30 REC PA/O 7/12/2023 

8/10/2023 

9:00 AM 

9:00 AM 

 
Chad Veach’s oldest daughter, Georgia, was diagnosed with a rare brain condition called Lissencephaly. Now, at the 
age of 11, Georgia is still unable to speak, and/or do things on her own. She also suffers from several seizures. 
According to Chad, a surrendered prayer can help individuals live with peace and purpose despite the circumstances 
one is facing in the moment. Chad teaches his children that God can heal their sister, but even if He doesn’t, this 
situation has taught Chad and his family to depend on and lean into (trust) God through the whole process.  

 
 

 
 
Health/Mental Health 

Life Today 

#230721 

27:30 27:30 REC PA/O 7/21/2023 9:00 AM 

    
Jordan Rubin was diagnosed with 19 different illnesses. He visited over 69 medical experts around the world but 
was unable to find a cure until a man told Jordan to eat and live the way the bible says. Jordan Rubin put this into 
practice and became well. Through his book, Natural Remedies, Jordan shares insights on the healing properties of 
foods, herbs, and spices. He believes that God created our bodies to heal, but he also believes that God gave us 
wisdom and powerful substances in the form of foods, herbs, and spices.  

 
 

 
 
Health/Mental Health 

Life Today 

#230811 

27:30 27:30 REC PA/O 8/11/2023 9:00 AM 

 
According to Jordan Rubin, there is a food, a supplement, an essential oil, a diet plan, and a spiritual plan of attack 
for every health condition including serious diseases like digestive illnesses, cancer, and neurological conditions. 
Jordan Rubin shares how he used natural remedies to combat cancer and other diseases. Natural Remedies is a 
reference guide to help individuals create their own natural remedy cabinet. It is a list of ingredients, foods, 
beverages, supplements, herbs, and spices individuals can use in their everyday life to combat all types of illnesses. 
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Health/Mental Health 

Life Today 

#230814 

#230818 

27:30 27:30 REC PA/O 8/14/2023 

8/18/2023 

9:00 AM 

9:00 AM 

 
Vaneetha Risner was diagnosed with polio when she was three months old.  She didn’t have the vaccine yet and 
was given the wrong medicine to take. The doctors gave her cortisone, which caused Vaneetha to become 
completely paralyzed within 24 hours. During this time, Vaneetha was a quadriplegic and had multiple surgeries 
from there on. At the age of 16 years old, Vaneetha was able to walk and thought her life was going to get better 
because she had learned about Jesus. However, after college Vaneetha experienced more suffering including 
multiple miscarriages, the unexpected death of her infant son, her ex-husband leaving her for another woman, and 
being diagnosed with post-polio syndrome that doctors said would leave her quadriplegic again. Through her new 
book, “Desperate for Hope,” Vaneetha Risner shares how she found strength, healing, and hope in God during her 
suffering.  
 

 
 
 
Health/Mental Health 

Life Today 

#230816 

27:30 27:30 REC PA/O 8/16/2023 9:00 AM 

 
According to Dr. Don Colbert, 25% of individuals have genes that cause Alzheimer’s. This disease can be prevented 
if an individual has the correct diet, nutrition, does not drink alcohol, and has not suffered from a brain or head 
trauma. In his new book, “Healthy Brain Zone,” Dr. Don Colbert explains how to reverse memory loss and reduce 
the risk of dementia and Alzheimer’s disease. Through his own research, Dr. Don Colbert was able to find steps one 
can take to start turning the brain on. 
 

 
 
 
Health/Mental Health 

Life Today 

#230817 

27:30 27:30 REC PA/O 8/17/2023 9:00 AM 

 
According to Dr. Don Colbert, the most powerful things we can do to prevent dementia and reverse dementia include 
a healthy keto diet, intermittent fasting, regular exercise, and a good deep sleep that’s well-oxygenated. In his new 
book, “Healthy Brain Zone,” Dr. Don Colbert gives insights between the connection of the brain and the gut, and 
the impact of consuming a healthy diet. Two key things that invite Alzheimer’s into our brains include inflammation 
and sugar. Therefore, Dr. Don Colbert teaches individuals what foods to eat that will reverse insulin resistance which 
is the root cause of most Alzheimer’s. 
 

 
 

 
Health/Mental Health 

Life Today 

#230824 

27:30 27:30 REC PA/O 8/24/2023 9:00 AM 

 
Anthony Evans struggled with mental health issues for many years. After trying to find help through a Christian 
therapist, Anthony became more devasted until he found Stacy Kaiser. Stacy is a general market therapist, who 
has helped many individuals, including Anthony, to overcome their mental health issues. Now, Anthony and Stacy 
have written a book together, “When Faith Meets Therapy,” to help individuals find hope and healing through 
practical steps. 
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Health/Mental Health 

Life Today 

#230904 

27:30 27:30 REC PA/O 9/4/2023 9:00 AM 

 
Statistics shows that loneliness is a universal challenge that can lead to obesity, depression, and other health related 
issues. Loneliness attacks the prefrontal cortex in our brain which affects our feelings and our reasoning. Sustaining 
loneliness is equivalent to smoking 15 cigarettes a day.  Ruth Graham works with prisoners in West Virginia. As she 
spoke to them about loneliness, one prisoner said to her “You know Ruth I came to prison so angry, so mad, so 
just against the world… while I was in prison I came to know Jesus…I'm not lonely anymore.” Loneliness has become 
a major problem in America, so Ruth developed an acronym to help combat this issue: “R.E.A.C.H”, Recognize the 
symptoms of and sources of loneliness in your life; Express it to God and to one other person; Anticipate that God 
can transform the loneliness into something for His purposes in your life; Connect with God and with others; and 
Honor God with your loneliness, dedicate your loneliness to God so He can use it for His purpose and draw you 
closer to Him. 
 

 
 

 
Health/Mental Health 

Life Today 

#230912 

27:30 27:30 REC PA/O 9/12/2023 9:00 AM 

 
Revelation Wellness is a nonprofit organization that has been spreading the love of Jesus with physical and mental 
health practices for a wholehearted faith. Revelation Wellness offers different programs that ask individuals to think, 
feel and embody the love of God in a tangible way. According to Alisa Keeton, “living with wholeheartedness allows 
individuals to be fully present to God and to others.” 
 

 
 
 
Health/Mental Health 

Better Together 

#1057 

57:30 57:30 REC PA/O 7/4/2023 4:00 PM 

 
When Erin Weidemann was 26 years old, she was diagnosed with cancer. She had metastasized thyroid cancer 
that started in her neck and went to all the surrounding lymph nodes. Filled with hopelessness and the fear of 
death, Erin turned to God. Now, being cancer-free for 10 years, Erin shares how she found strength, healing, and 
hope in God during her hardship and how other individuals can do the same. 

 
 

 
 
Health/Mental Health 

Better Together 

#1175 

57:30 57:30 REC PA/O 7/21/2023 4:00 PM 

 
Kathy Hayes’ son had a car accident when he was 16 years old. He had to have brain surgery to take out the 
blood that was between his brain and his skull and was in a coma for 11 days. At the age of 52, Kathy’s older 
sister had a brain tumor and passed way. Through these circumstances Kathy prayed and trusted God for healing. 
Her son got healed, but her sister didn’t. Lindy Cofer shares her story of witnessing her friends going through 
difficulties; Brian and Christie Bryant served as leaders in a Christian ministry.  Christie was diagnosed with Lyme 
disease for 38 years and was healed miraculously. Years later, Christie’s husband, Brian was also diagnosed with a 
code related diagnosis and passed away. It was hard for Lindy to understand why one was healed and the other 
one wasn’t. Both Kathy and Lindy explain the importance of standing on God’s promises, declaring His truths in 
every situation, and trusting God even when the circumstances do not make sense. 
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Health/Mental Health 

Better Together 

#1167 

57:30 57:30 REC PA/O 7/25/2023 4:00 PM 

 
Rachel Faulkner Brown was a witness to two miraculous healings: blind eyes and deaf ears. On the other hand, 
Blynda Lane’s father struggled with a lot of health issues for twenty years and passed away in 2019. Both Rachel 
and Blynda share their stories to help individuals understand the importance of trusting God with or without 
miraculous healing. 

 
 

 
 
Health/Mental Health 

Praise Interviews 
NC Jordan Rubin 

#NTFR0003R2 

 

27:30 27:30 REC PA/O 8/3/2023 9:30 AM 

    
According to Jordan Rubin and Dr. Axe, collagen is an essential part of our health. Collagen is a critical nutrient 
that most people aren't getting in their diet; 30% of all the protein in our body is collagen. The way we look, feel, 
and move is largely dependent upon the collagen in our body. As we age, we slow down production and 
eventually we stop producing collagen. To combat this lack of collagen in our bodies, Dr. Axe, and Jordan Rubin 
developed “Multi Collagen Protein,” which provides people with an easy and simple way to get collagen in their 
daily diet.  
 

 
 
 
Health/Mental Health 

Jordan Rubin: Brain 
Boost Collagen 

#NTFR0069 

27:30 27:30 REC PA/O 8/16/2023 5:30 PM 

 
Jordan Rubin shares how God healed him supernaturally and naturally after battling multiple illnesses. This 
journey helped Jordan create a company that focuses on formulating natural products to boost our health. Multi-
collagen Protein Brain Boost combines collagen with botanicals that support cognitive function, brain health, and 
reduces stress. In addition to brain boosting benefits, Multi-collagen Protein Brain Boost, also supports healthy 
sleep.  
 

 
 
 
Health/Mental Health 

Jordan Rubin: CBD 

#NTFR0008 

27:30 27:30 REC PA/O 8/23/2023 

 

5:30 PM 

 

 
If an individual attends a health and nutrition trade show the three biggest things that are being talked about 
presently are, CBD products, collagen products and MCT products (medium chain triglycerides). MTCs are certain 
fats that you find in coconut and in palm (these are of a “medium chain link”). These medium chain fats have 
certain fatty acids that have been known to help the body create ketones, which helps boost your brain, helps 
with burning fat, and can help balance your gut. MCTs have become all the rage due to their place in a keto diet. 
Jordan Rubin and Dr. Josh Axe have now taken collagen peptides which support healthy skin, hair, nails, and 
healthy gut and combined it with MCTs and CBD to create “Multi Collagen Ultra.”  This product helps individuals 
be energized and calm at the same time.  
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Health/Mental Health 

Vinia: 

A Miracle 
Superfood From 
The Holyland 

#NTFRV001R 

27:30 27:30 REC PA/O 8/30/2023 

 

5:30 PM 

 

 
Vinia has been clinically proven to dilate one’s arteries, providing individuals with the benefits of increased blood 
circulation. Ilan Sobel, CEO of BioHarvest Sciences, explains the process of how vinia capsules are made. Each 
capsule is equivalent to one bottle of red wine without alcohol, sugar, and calories. Other health benefits include 
increase in energy and focus. 
 

 
 

 
 
Health/Mental Health 

Huckabee 

#310/HCKB230909 

 

57:30 20:00 REC PA/O 9/10/2023 2:00 AM 

President George W. Bush created the “Pepfar” program a short-term emergency program committed to fight 
AIDs. Pepfar provides $6.7 billion in funds each year to global health. Under the Biden administration this program 
has now become integrated with abortion. As a pro-life advocate, Congressman Chris Smith, says it is important 
for individuals to get informed and stand up for the protection of unborn children.  
 

 
 
 
Youth 

Taking Care of Business  

#TCOB-1903 

27:30 27:30 LCL PA 7/4/2023 

7/7/2023 

9:30 AM 

3:00 PM 
 
Abortion. It’s a health issue that effects over 900,000 lives each year. On this program, we’ll hear stories from people 
who have suffered traumatically while dealing with the consequences of abortion.  Including, one woman who will 
tell how she personally profited from the life-altering circumstances of others. 
 

 
Youth 

Taking Care of Business  

#TCOB-1920 

26:59 26:59 LCL PA 7/18/2023 

7/21/2023 

9:30 AM 

3:00 PM 
 
The leading cause of death for children under four, and the second leading cause of death for children between four 
and fourteen, is drowning. And while we all know that water is dangerous, most of us have misconceptions about 
drowning that unnecessarily put our children at risk. A lack of knowledge can leave even the best of parents facing 
the unthinkable. Join us for this episode of Taking Care of Business and learn how to best protect our children and 
families from this common but preventable tragedy.   
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Youth 

Taking Care of Business  

#TCOB-1917 

27:30 27:30 LCL PA 8/8/2023 

 

9:30 AM 

 
 
Adults who mentor young people in our culture may often go un-noticed, but their work and dedication have a long 
lasting, positive impact on our society. Whether it’s professional, personal, or spiritual, those who mentor young 
people often become a catalyst for growth and accomplishment. The support of a caring adult can be powerful in the 
life of a young, impressionable boy or girl. On this edition of Taking Care of Business, meet those who are mentors 
and the individuals they have impacted. 
 

 
 
 
Youth 

Taking Care of Business  

#TCOB-1910 

27:30 27:30 LCL PA   8/29/2023 

  9/01/2023 

9:30 AM 

3:00 PM 
 
On this episode of Taking Care of Business, we discover why young people in our society struggle with emotional 
vulnerabilities that impact their ability to cope with challenging and stressful situations. We learn how these obstacles 
affect their ability to function in their adult years. 
 

 
 

 
 
Youth 

Praise 
#012918  

57:30 57:30  LCL PA/O 8/6/2023 

8/12/2023 

 

5:00 AM 

5:00 AM 

12:00 PM 
 
Gloria Gaynor was raised in a single parent home. She faced poverty, divorce, drug & alcohol exposure. The 
challenges she faced in her life and the importance of surviving with the help of God has inspired her to develop a 
heart for helping those in need through her organization, “I Will Survive.” Through this organization, she provides 
support to select charities to give back to people in the community. Some of the charities on IWillSurvive.org 
include Fisher House, a charity for soldiers, a charity for human trafficking, and a charity for displaced children 
who are having difficulty in their lives and need help with getting an education.  
 

 
 

 
 
Youth 

Praise 
#030518  

57:30 21:30  LCL PA/O 8/13/2023 

8/19/2023 

 

5:00 AM 

5:00 AM 

12:00 PM 
 

Jekalyn Carr speaks on the power of words and the influence it has on one’s life and career. Jekalyn shares with 
viewers practical strategies of using God’s word to obtain a winning mindset. She explains that this mindset, she 
has developed, has allowed her to achieve a lot of success by the age of 20 and encourages many young people 
to do the same. A lot of negativity towards the younger generation has been spoken over them, Jekalyn tells the 
younger generation, “You don’t have to accept what the devil has to offer. It does not matter what has been 
spoken over you…you have the power to declare whatever you want to see. It doesn’t matter how young you are, 
where you come from, what your history looks like. It doesn’t matter if you come from a stable or unstable home. 
If greatness is upon your life, God can use you to do what He wants you to do and He can take you as far as you 
would allow Him to do it.”  
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Youth 

Life Today 

#230705 

#230717 

27:30 27:30 REC PA/O 7/5/2023 

7/17/2023 

9:00 AM 

9:00 AM 

 
Katie Davis Majors is the founder of a nonprofit named Amazima. This organization helps youth, and their parents 
get access to education, job training, and learning about Jesus. Amazima has two different school campuses with 
over 600 kids at each campus. It is important for individuals to take small steps of obedience and let God use that 
to accomplish bigger things one can ever imagine.  

 
 

 
 
Youth 

Life Today 

#230713 

#230718 

27:30 27:30 REC PA/O 7/13/2023 

7/18/2023 

9:00 AM 

9:00 AM 

    
Tasha Layton grew up in a Christian home. After experiencing a traumatic church hurt, Tasha tried to find healing 
in other religions. This search for God and self-acceptance through other religions led Tasha to attempt to commit 
suicide. Now in her new book, “Look What You’ve Done,” Tasha teaches individuals how to find healing in God’s 
truth. Healing is a process, but God will never leave us where we are. He will always be there to help us get back 
up.   

 
 

 
Youth 

Better Together 

#1172 

57:30 57:30 REC PA/O 7/18/2023 4:00 PM 

    
Fostering children helped Lindy Cofer understand the importance of showing courageous compassion to those 
around us. Sheila Walsh experienced the same thing after working in a home for emotionally disturbed teenagers. 
As a young girl, Nona Jones experienced compassion from a teacher who believed in her when no one else did, 
this changed Nona’s life forever. Showing compassion will always have a positive effect on those around us. 

 
 
 

 
 
Youth 

Better Together 

#1167 

57:30 57:30 REC PA/O 7/25/2023 4:00 PM 

    
Beth Redman grew up in pain because she was living in domestic violence. At the age of 14, Beth was sent to a 
church youth camp. Through her experience in this youth camp, Beth was able to find hope and strength in God. 
Beth shares her story so that individuals can understand and remember that God can meet us where we are and 
restore us.  
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Youth 

Huckabee 

#305/HCKB230805 

 

57:30 10:00 REC PA/O 8/6/2023 2:00 AM 

Statistics has shown the increase of anxiety, suicide, and depression rates in youth.  The average male is exposed to 
pornography at the age of 11. Brent Dusing is the CEO & Founder of Truplay, an innovative video game company 
that combines high quality graphics, family fun, and teaching the Word of God for a family-friendly gaming 
experience. Truplay is a movement to stand up for the youth and the young generation to combat all the negative 
and violent on-screen entertainment seen today.   

 
 

 
 
Youth 

Huckabee 

#312/HCKB230923
R 

 

57:30 10:00 REC PA/O 9/24/2023 2:00 AM 

As a young boy, José Hernández dreamt of becoming an astronaut but coming from an immigrant family made 
this dream seem impossible. However, with the support of his family and teachers and the combination of hard 
work and determination this dream became a reality. Now as NASA Engineer and Astronaut, José Hernández, 
shares his story to motivate individuals, especially the youth in America, to believe in their American dream and 
know that they can achieve it like he did.  
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